
Cybersecurity Solutions



More information about us

CYBERONE is a company founded by Israeli and
Bulgarian cybersecurity specialists in 2018. The
company provide Israeli know-how and variety of
technological solutions related to cybersecurity and
information technology. The main priority of the
company is the successful and effective provision of
cybersecurity solutions to businesses in Europe.

Since 2019 the company established their own
advanced Security Operation Center in Sofia,
Bulgaria. Together with our partners we strive to
provide quality cybersecurity and IT services. In
addition, we provide complete software and
hardware solutions for Cybersecurity and data
protection.



What we are trying to solve

Cybersecurity is becoming immutable part of every company's business processes with each passing 
year. Whether you operate with critical information or not your company could become an object of 
a targeted or accidental hacker attack. Building information security in your company is not a single 
action but a long and complex process. Our specialists will try to simplify this process for you.

Malicious hackers are not only cable of exfiltrating data 
and assets of the company but also can access huge 
amounts of money, confidential financial documents, 
contracts and customer databases. Also they often 
manage to gain full remote control over the company's 
networks and systems. This practically means that they 
can penetrate anywhere, steal and manipulate 
documents as well as blocking all company activities.



How can we protect you?

Implementation of 
innovative solutions for 

monitoring servers, 
workstations and networks

Providing regular penetration 
tests and vulnerabilities scan

Implementation of mechanisms for 
passive control and protection of IT 

infrastructure

Passive protection Proactive protection Monitoring



Defensive cyber security services

Cloud DNS Filtering

Host IDS Systems

Web Application Firewall

Network IDS Systems

Endpoint Protection

Data Loss Prevention

System Monitoring

SOC as a Service

Threat Intelligence Feeds

Cyber Security Consulting



Proactive cyber security services

Web Penetration Test

Internal Network Penetration Test

Attack Surface Risk Assessments

Vulnerability Assessments

External Network Penetration Test



51D Cherni Vruh blvd., 
Sofia, Bulgaria

+359 2 4049 840

www.cyberone.bg
office@cyberone.bg

Get in touch


